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INSTALLING With acoustic panels from I-Wood Denmark®, you get the industry's easiest installation.

All panels are created with the focus on ensuring simple installation for both

DIYers and professionals. Perfect joints, a perfect finish and the perfect way to invite

Nordic nature into your home.

NATURAL
MATERIALS

MAINTENANCE

TEMPERATURE

An I-Wood Denmark® panel is a natural product in the word's best and most classic

sense. Sorting will therefore always be reflected in the natural character of the wood. 

Each piece of wood has its own expression and unique grain. You can therefore expect 

variation in the colour and expression of the wood. Our pictures are indicative.

I-Wood Denmark® products basically require minimal maintenance, as they are natural 

products. We therefore recommend simply dusting the products as needed.

Natural products can over time vary in expression and colour depending on the individual 

product and environment.

I-Wood Denmark® ceiling and wall panels must be stored in a dry and warm place. This will 

ensure a safe, consistent humidity level of approx. 4-10%. The room where your new wood 

panels are to be installed must therefore also be dry and warm – and heated to approx. 

17-21 degrees. We recommend a humidity level of about 30-60%.

VIDEO Scan the QR codes:

INSTALLING A CEILING  (video)

www.i-wooddenmark.com/installing-a-ceiling

INSTALLING A WALL  (video)

www.i-wooddenmark.com/installing-a-wall

INSTALLING WALLS INCL. BATTEN BOARD/INSULATION (video)

www.i-wooddenmark.com/installing-walls-incl-batten-board-insulation
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SHADOW EDGE

IMPORTANT

INSTALLING – FASTENING WITH ROUND NAILS

REPAIR OIL

Create a shadow edge from our filter rolls (1.5 x 100 mm) and attach it to the batten board 

before installing. We always recommend using batten board around all the walls of the 

room by omitting the outer batten board sideways and making room for batten board at 

the end of the room (min. 22 x 45 mm). Mount the batten board with felt together with the 

ceiling panels, so that all wall surfaces can be covered in one process.

You can also make shadow edges from a solid felt strip of 3 x 31 mm. These can be installed 

after the batten board has been installed in connection with ceiling installation. Please be 

aware that a shadow edge only covers 3 mm down the wall.

With I-Wood Denmark® repair oil, you can treat minor damage to the surface, such as 

superficial scratches or discolouration. The oil is an optional extra, and is a small portion

of the original oil your wood panels are treated with.

INSTALLING – FASTENING WITH ADHESIVE

Round Nails

Mounted at
600 mm intervals

Batten board insulation

Shadow border

We recommend gluing the fingerjoints between to panels (6 dots)
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